Owls class (y2)

English

Friday 23rd April 2021: This week we have been…
Looking at the book ‘How to find Gold’ by Viviane Schwarz. We have made lots of
predictions using the illustrations and then we wrote character descriptions of the
2 characters (Anna and Crocodile), wrote instructions of how to find gold and
started to write our own story.

Place Value:
We have been revising place value in numbers and thinking about how many tens and ones
make a number. We have also been looking at the properties of number –such as odd and

Maths

even numbers - and discussing how we know if a number is a multiple of 10 and 2.



RE – we started to learn about the Islam religion and thought about the questions who
is Muslim and what do they believe?






News & reminders




Art and DT – using pastels to design a sea monster and started looking at The Great
Wave by Hokusai..
Science – observing plants.
Topic - we learnt how to use compass points to navigate around a map.
Computing – We are moving onto programming this term so we discussed what an
algorithm is and played Beebots to help us understand instructions.
Music – we started to learn a traditional Polish folk song: Tanczymy labada
PE- Tennis – using throwing techniques to introduce the forehand skill.
PE is now on a Monday and Thursday so please could children wear their PE kits on
both of these days. Monday will be swimming and children will need to bring their
swimming kit every Monday. If the pool is not useable for any reason we will do a
games lesson instead. Please remove earrings on PE days.
Hearts Delight
Next Friday (30th April) we are visiting Hearts Delight farm for a science trip. We
will be walking there and back and learning in the woods so children can wear
their own suitable clothes. Please can all children have:
 A waterproof coat





A bag that they can carry on their back
A water bottle

A fruit snack if they don’t want school tuck
We will return to school for lunch and suggest wellies if it has been wet.

